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The Technology Harbinger
Technology is core to Mindtree. With the advent of emerging
technologies, it is extremely important to have sharper focus
on these to build capability and capacity. We also make it a
point to understand the application of these technologies
in the context of our customers. In this effort, we constantly
explore and experiment with emerging technologies and
gauge their maturity levels for consumption by enterprises.
We do this by comparing and contrasting them with similar
tools already in use.
Tech Beacon is an initiative that intends to capture the
outcomes of our experimentation and provides direction to
Mindtree on technologies to focus on. We have done this by
grouping them under three categories: Invest, Experiment
and Watch, which will be explained in detail in this report.
Furthermore, these technologies have to be looked at in the
context of certain architecture styles such as Microservices
Architecture, Reactive Applications, Lambda Architecture and
so on.

Architecture style
The technologies discussed in this document will be part of one of the architecture styles described below.
1. Microservices Architecture
Emerging architecture style which promotes a suite of small services development and deployment that runs in
its own process. It encourages fail-safe, independently scalable and highly available systems. The services are
choreographed as directed acyclic graph, promoting reusability and localized control over service component
failures.
2. Reactive Applications
Reactive applications inherently adopt and align to provide resilient, responsive and scalable applications through
event-driven interaction. Reactive applications promote inherent control over response time requirements, selfhealing capabilities and elastic scalability.
3. Lambda Architecture
With increased adoption of big data technologies, enterprises are finding ways to collect and process data early on.
While most of the data acquisition, ingestion and processing is now focused towards offline storage and processing,
updating the offline processing results in real-time is becoming a trend. Lambda architecture proposes storage and
offline / batch processing of large data sets while updating such outcomes. For example, recommendations through
real-time processing of data streams.
4. Client-side MVC
Memory and processing power of client devices like PCs, tablets and mobiles have driven service providers to
push the processing to these devices instead of doing it on the server-side on their infrastructure. The cost of
infrastructure to do the processing on server has increased multi-fold for the service provider. It has also impacted
the responsiveness and throughput of systems. New age systems have started exploiting the power of client
devices by pushing the processing to client devices and only keeping the business logic and data processing on the
server. Client-side MVC has evolved over the last few years to clearly model the view, associated data and controller
to request data from server-side process using RESTful services.
5. Responsive Web Design
Today’s systems have a variety of access channels such as PC, mobile, tablet, smart devices like TVs and watches
etc. To support the optimal view of content on these channels, the ability to adjust the content rendering to their
form factor is vital. Responsive web design drives web interfaces that optimize content for the rendering device’s
form factor. This alleviates the challenge of custom code-driven optimization of the content for different channels
and form factors.
6. Single Page Apps
A Single Page Application (SPA) is a way of designing web interfaces that limit the application interface to a
single page, promoting a fluid user experience. SPA interfaces effectively control browsers from reloading it when
in use. SPA-aligned web interfaces redraw any part of the user interface without requiring a server access to
retrieve HTML.

Direction
Tech Beacon provides direction to the organization on various technologies by placing them in the categories in
the form of Invest, Experiment and Watch.

Invest

These are the set of
technologies that have
high potential of
generating business
value in the near future.
Mindtree intends to build
capacity using Mindtree
Kalinga or identify a
partner who can help our
project teams learn
these technologies
to bootstrap. These
technologies are arrived
at by observing our
customer demands,
industry trends,
opportunities, and open
source community
support. Most of these
technologies were either
implemented in
production grade
applications for
customers or in
internal reference
implementations with
performance benchmark.

Experiment

The technologies under
this category have still
not seen mainstream
adoption but have huge
promise in the near
future. These are arrived
at by listening to our
customers’ interest,
industry buzz, and
through increased activity in various forums
and analyst reports. We
need to experiment and
build capability in these
technologies to have an
early adopter edge.
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Watch

The technologies under
this category are the
ones that are showing
promise through their
architecture, business
cases they support,
and community push
for adoption. These
technologies are not
adopted by enterprises
yet, but are being
evaluated by
enterprises for their
adoption beneﬁts.
Therefore, we need to
keep a close watch on
these technologies.
While we don’t have to
invest much in them,
we need to keep a
close watch and move
it to “Experiment”
phase as and when
they mature or become
relevant to enterprises.
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Invest

Languages
1. Scala
Functional languages are generating interest in
enterprises with their performance and productivity
benefits. Emergence of frameworks and platforms
using functional languages has further increased
adoption. Scala, being a JVM language, extends writeonce-run-anywhere philosophy and its similarities to
Java, large community support and recent engineering
advancements are making it a viable choice.
2. Java 8
Java SDK version 8 has introduced significant
new features that are attracting the attention of
enterprises and driving its adoption. Some of the
significant features include functional programming
using Lambda expressions, Nashorn – Java Script
engine and Stream processing.
3. HTML 5
HTML5 provides front-end template definition to
build fast, robust, and adaptable web apps or sites.
HTML5 support for canvas, local storage and file
API are becoming more important due to their
client-side processing power and contribution to the
responsiveness and quality of user experience.
4. SASS, LESS
Sass and LESS are scripting languages that provide
abstraction over CSS. They support faster and easy
stylesheet development while keeping it easily
maintainable.

Framework
1. Entity Framework
Entity Framework (EF) is an object-relational mapper
that enables .NET developers to work with relational
data using domain-specific objects. It eliminates the
need for most of the data-access code that developers
usually need to write.

2. Spring Boot
Spring Boot makes it easy to create stand-alone,
production-grade Spring-based applications that you
can “just run”. Some of Spring Boot features
are - embed Tomcat, Jetty or Undertow directly
(eliminates the need to deploy WAR files).
Automatically configure Spring whenever possible,
provide production-ready features such as metrics,
health checks and externalized configuration.
3. Universal App
Universal apps converges Windows Phone 8.1
and Windows 8.1 platforms. Developers can build
XAML/C# and HTML/JS universal apps that run on both
phone and tablets by sharing a significant amount of
code and content.
4. ASP .NET SignalR
ASP.NET SignalR is a library for ASP.NET developers
which enables real-time web functionality (ability
to have the server-side code push content to the
connected clients as it happens, in real-time) to
applications.
5. Angular JS
AngularJS is a JavaScript MVC framework. Angular
by itself is a complete solution for rapid front-end
development. It handles data binding and dependency
injection, and requires no additional frameworks or
plugins.
6. Handlebars, JADE
Handlebars.js is a JavaScript library based on the
Mustache Template system to build clean logic less
templates. Handlebars.js is a compiler that takes any
HTML and Handlebars expression and compiles them
into a JavaScript function.
JADE is server-side template for Node.js that provides
support for rendering logic. Jade-browser is the clientside version of JADE template engine.
7. Backbone
Backbone.js is a JavaScript library that is essentially
a MVC framework for client-side applications. It
supports modularization of code and enables clear
separation between view, model and interaction
between through events. Backbone enforces
communication with server components using RESTful
interface and JSON data interchange format. It is
one of the preferred framework / library to realize
single-page web applications.
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Platforms
1. ASP .NET MVC 5 and Web API
ASP.NET MVC 5 is a framework to build scalable,
standards-based web applications using wellestablished design patterns and the power of ASP.
NET and the .NET Framework. ASP.NET Web API is
a framework to build web APIs on top of the .NET
Framework.

2. Xamarin
Xamarin platform has unified Xamarin’s Android
and OS X development tools into single platform. It
is possible to do native iOS, Android and Windows
development in C#, with either Xamarin Studio
or Visual Studio. Developers re-use their existing
C# code, and share significant code across device
platforms.

2. .Net 4.5.2
.NET 4.5.2 is the latest version of .NET. Some of the
significant additions are queue small background
work items, distributed transaction enhancement, fine
control over HTTP response, etc.

3. Spring Roo
Spring Roo is an easy-to-use productivity tool to
quickly build Spring Architecture-aligned applications.
Spring Roo is becoming popular as it enables higher
productivity, incremental feature addition and
scaffolding support from entity domain model to
Spring MVC views.

3. Sharepoint and Office Apps
An app for SharePoint is an HTML web page or a web
application (based on any server engine, like ASP.NET

4. Docker
Agile has been at the forefront of application
development and maintenance space for the last

MVC, or even non-Microsoft technologies like PHP,
NodeJS etc.). It can also access and expose SharePoint
resources like a List, SharePoint BCS models, and
implement a SharePoint Workflow.
4. MEAN Stack
Angular.js is the most famous MVC framework, and
using it with Node and Express means a high level of
communication between the client and server. Using
MongoDB for data storage, web applications can be
built using JavaScript stack.
5. Apache Cordova
Apache Cordova is a platform to build native mobile
applications using web technologies, i.e. HTML, CSS
and Java Script. Apache Cordova provides a set of
device APIs that allows for invoking of native device
features like camera and GPS. Apache Cordova
provides uniform Java Script libraries for application
developers. These APIs are backed with native
platform backing code. Apache Cordova supports most
of today’s mobile OSs and platforms.

Tools
1. D3.JS
D3.js is one of the most popular client-side
visualization Java Script libraries. It enables creation
of interactive graphs and charts that runs on browsers.
It support data-driven manipulation of DOM and
brings data to life using HTML, SVG, and CSS. D3.js
is preferred choice to build and render live update
charts/ graphs by binding streaming data with chart
component.

few years. While it has supported businesses and
IT to rollout product features at increased space,
the multiple handoffs among various teams has
historically reduced the pace of new product feature
rollouts. The need is to have cohesive self-sufficient
teams to achieve CI and CD. Docker promises to
automate the CD pipeline that’s independent of the
underlying Linux platform.
5. ELK
Elastic Search, Logstash and Kibana together make a
powerful platform to build monitoring dashboards.
Enterprises are adopting it for its easy log aggregation,
search and dashboard creating features.
6. Hazelcast
Hazelcast is an in-memory grid architecture-based
distributed cache. The power of caching data
of various sizes, and reliability through backing
persistent stores is attracting enterprises to Hazelcast
and to exploit in-memory data store and processing.
7. Bower, Grunt
Bower is a package manager that helps in JavaScript
library version management. Grunt is a task-based
command line build tool for JavaScript projects
8. Karma, QUnit
Karma is a test runner for JavaScript that runs on Node.
js. This tool allows execution of JavaScript code in
multiple real browsers. It is highly configurable and
integrates well with popular continuous integration
packages (Jenkins, Travis, and Semaphore).
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9. JSHint, JSLint, Plato
They are JavaScript syntax checker and validator tools.
JavaScript Lint looks for common mistakes like missing
semicolons, improper matching of curly braces, never
run codes etc. There are similar code rules with JSLint
tool checks.
10. HighCharts
Highcharts works great to implement standard charts
and graphs in a cross browser.
11. PiWik
PiWik is an open source web analytics platform that
provides valuable insights to user interaction with
web sites. We have observed our customers adopting
it and have also used it for internal portal and web
applications.

Data Stores
1. SQL 2014
SQL Server 2014 enables customers to build missioncritical applications and big data solutions using
high-performance, in-memory technology across OLTP,
data warehousing, business intelligence and analytics
workloads without having to buy expensive add-ons
or high-end appliances.
2. Cassandra
NoSQL databases have generated a lot of interest
in enterprises to exploit power of large data sets
acquired over a period of time. While many NoSQL
data stores are focused more on offline data
processing, the storing, processing, analyzing and
reporting of large data sets in real time for OLTP
systems is becoming the need of the hour. Cassandra,
a wide columnar-oriented data store that is optimized
for high throughput read and write load has generated
a lot of interest in enterprises and is already used in
high throughput systems like dynamic pricing and
inventory management systems.
3. MongoDB
Advent of emerging MEAN stack has put Mongo DB to
the forefront of digital system development. Its power
to store and process JSON documents along with
native extensions to support reactive programming
(reactive DB driver) is generating increased interest
among enterprises.
4. Hadoop Stack
Hadoop Stack has transformed the way data is
stored, processed and analyzed over the last few
years. Enterprises are identifying a number of use

cases to build enterprise data warehouses, analytics
engines and visualizing insights from large sets of
data acquired over years. Enterprises are looking at
Hadoop to enable insight-driven user interaction
systems. Hadoop technologies are evolving and luring
enterprises to watch, experiment and adopt these
technologies early on to garner benefits. Hadoop
technologies are HDFS, HBase, Hive, Pig, Oozie, Yarn,
Mesos and others.

Analytics
1. Apache Storm
Apache Storm is a distributed real-time computation
and processing system. Apache Storm enables realtime processing of stream data. It has brought the
power of real-time data stream processing the same
way as Hadoop did for offline batch processing. Trident
is high-level abstraction on top of Apache Storm for
real-time processing. The way Pig is to Hadoop, Trident
is to Apache Storm. It enables stateful and incremental
processing of data. An incoming data stream can be
processed incrementally in small batches and results
thereof could either be stored in memory or persistent
data store.
Apache storm is an important part of Lambda
architecture that is responsible for real-time stream
data processing.
2. Apache Spark
Apache Spark is a distributed clustered computing
framework. Apache Spark can interface with a variety
of distributed storage providers like HDFS, Cassandra
and other NoSQL databases.
3. Apache Spark is an alternative to the Hadoop twostage-disk map-reduce processing cycle, which was
constraining the throughput and causing heavy disk
I/O. Spark allows loading of data from distributed
data store and processes it in memory. This leads to
multi-fold increase in the overall query processing
throughput. The power of in-memory processing is
making Apache Spark suitable for machine learning
algorithms.
4. Apache Mahout
Apache Mahout provides implementation of machine
learning algorithms that act on large data sets in
distributed systems like Apache Hadoop. Apache
Mahout provides machine learning algorithms for
clustering classification and collaborative filtering.
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Cloud
1. Azure Mobile Service
Azure Mobile Services makes it is easy to rapidly build cross-platform and native apps for iOS, Android, Windows or
Mac, store app data in the cloud or on-premises, authenticate users, send push notifications, as well as add custom
backend logic in C# or Node.js.

Experiment
Framework
Languages
1. C# 6.0
C# 6.0 is the new and improved version of C#
language. C# 6.0 introduces a number of new features
like Exception Filter, Auto-Properties, await in catch
block etc.
2. Erlang
Erlang gained popularity with the acquisition of
WhatsApp by Facebook. Enterprises are evaluating the
usage of Erlang in business systems to exploit highly
concurrent, fault tolerant and responsive applications.
Erlang has proved its mettle in realizing highly faulttolerant and self-healing systems in the telecom
industry since the 1980s, and of course WhatsApp.
WhatsApp processes 30B messages per day and holds
700M active users worldwide.
3. Clojure
Clojure is a dynamic programming language with
emphasis on functional programming. It runs on JVM
and works natively with Java-based applications.
While it has generated interest among enterprises to
build highly concurrent applications exploiting LISP
behavior (code-as-data), it has not picked up as much
momentum as other functional languages. Since
there are scattered enquiries from enterprises, it’s
recommended to experiment Clojure to have a PoV on
its usage in enterprises.
4. CoffeeScript
CoffeeScript is a scripting language that transcompiles
to JavaScript. CoffeeScript is an attempt to expose the
good parts of JavaScript in a simple way by means of
improved readability, list comprehension and pattern
matching.

1. Chrome App and extensions
Chrome apps runs within the chrome browser and
provide rich user experiences like any native app.
Chrome apps run on any OS that has Chrome browser
and any mobile through Apache Cordova toolchain.
Chrome apps are becoming popular by way of
write-one-run on any device that supports Chrome
browser, which all OS and mobile devices support
today. Chrome apps are written using HTML5, CSS3
and Java Script. They are distributed through the
Chrome Web Store.
Chrome Extensions also provide functionalities, but
unlike apps, there is little or no UI and they don’t
depend on content from the web. Chrome extensions
extend the functionality of Google Chrome and are
deployed by downloading and installing extension
bundles. Chrome extensions can be published and
downloaded from the Chrome Web Store.
2. Roslyn
Roslyn, the .NET compiler platform provides opensource C# and Visual Basic compilers with rich code
analysis APIs. It enables building of code analysis tools
with the same APIs that are used by Visual Studio.
3. Cordova for .NET
Visual Studio is going cross-platform by providing
tools for Apache Cordova to build cross-platform apps
for Android, iOS, Windows and other devices.
Apache Cordova is a set of device APIs that allows a
mobile app developer to access native device function
such as the camera or accelerometer from JavaScript.
Combined with a UI framework such as jQuery
Mobile or Dojo Mobile or Sencha Touch, this allows a
smartphone app to be developed with just HTML, CSS,
and JavaScript.
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4. Mono Framework
Sponsored by Xamarin, Mono is an open source
implementation of Microsoft’s .NET Framework based
on the ECMA standards for C# and the Common
Language Runtime. A growing family of solutions and
an active and enthusiastic contributing community
is helping position Mono as the leading choice for
development of cross platform applications.
5. Spring Loaded
Spring Loaded project enables class file reloading
at run time i.e. when JVM is running. While runtime
hot code replaces classes with simple changes like
method body, Spring Loaded supports changed to
method signature, add / delete / modify of fields
and constructors. Spring Loaded can be used on any
bytecode that runs on JVM.
Spring Loaded will be a powerful alternative to realize
use cases that need class reloading at run time.
6. Spring Social
Spring Social framework enables Spring application
integration APIs like social networks - Facebook and
Twitter through authentication via API provider. Spring
Social Facebook and Twitter are provider extensions
to connect Facebook, its graph API, Twitter and its
REST API. Spring Social core can be extended to build
providers for any API provider.
7. Hystrix
The existing and most of the future systems will
be realized through integration of loosely coupled,
highly cohesive and micro services-driven philosophy.
Building fault-tolerant and self-healing systems is and
will be vital for businesses. Hystrix, OSS framework
from Netflix promises fault-tolerant and continuously
available systems through real-time failover and
failback through intelligent application of circuit
breaker design principle.
8. Play framework
Play is a non-JEE compliant, NIO-driven, reactive ready
framework that treats RESTful services and Scala as
first-class citizens. Enterprises are getting interested
in exploiting the power of this lightweight container
and framework to realize micro services-based
systems that provide native support for Akka-based
actor systems.
9. Spring Data
Spring Data project that initially started as data access
technology for relational databases has extended
itself to support non-relational databases too. A

number of sub-projects for various NoSQL databases
and other data sources has been initiated. For
example, Spring Data MongoDB, Spring Data Neo4J,
Spring Data Redis, Spring Data for Hadoop and others.
Spring framework is adopted by most enterprises
today and early experimenting with the sub-project
will enable enterprises to integrate their existing
applications with NoSQL data stores.
10. DUST
Dust is a template engine designed to provide a clean
separation between presentation and logic without
sacrificing ease of use. It is particularly well-suited for
asynchronous and streaming applications.
11. KOA / HAPI
Koa is a new web framework designed by the team
behind Express, which aims to be a smaller, more
expressive, and more robust foundation for web
applications and APIs. HAPI enables developers to
focus on writing reusable applications in a highly
modular and prescriptive way.
12. Sails.JS
Sails.js makes it easy to build custom, enterprise-grade
Node.js apps. It is designed to emulate the familiar
MVC pattern of frameworks like Ruby on Rails, but with
support for modern apps requirements; data-driven
APIs with a scalable, service-oriented architecture.
13. Iconic framework
Ionic utilizes AngularJS to create a framework most
suited to develop rich and robust applications. Ionic
not only looks nice, but its core architecture supports
complex application development and provides closer
integration with AngularJS.
14. Knockout.JS
Knockout is a JavaScript library and MV* framework
that helps creation of rich and responsive displays
with a clean underlying data model.
15. Kendo UI
Kendo UI is used to build sites and apps with HTML5
and JavaScript. Kendo UI provides access to the web’s
best UI widgets and key framework features that are
essential to develop great experiences for the web
and mobiles.
16. Leaflet.JS
Leaflet.js is a JavaScript library to build highly
interactive map user interfaces. It is supported on
all the modern browsers and is accessible on older
ones as well. Leaflet.JS is designed for simplicity,
performance and usability.
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17. Ember JS
Ember is a MV* framework that allows creation of
scalable single-page applications by incorporating
common idioms and best practices. It provides a rich
object model, declarative two-way data binding,
computed properties, automatically-updating
templates powered by its own template library, and a
router to manage application state.

5. Docker for MS Azure
Docker Engine for Windows server containers
provide applications an isolated, portable and
resource controlled operating environment. Windows
developers familiar with technologies such as .NET,
ASP.NET, PowerShell etc. will be able to leverage this
container technology.

Tools
Platforms
1. Vert.x
Vert.x is an exciting new application development
platform that runs on the JVM. It allows polyglot
(Javascript, Ruby, Groovy, Java, Python) programming.
The environment is non-blocking, event-driven
and uses a simple actor-based concurrency model.
Leveraging the power of multi-core processors is
transparent to the developer. The asynchronous
programming model helps developers build nonblocking applications that can scale linearly. The
distributed event bus capability aids seamless
communication mechanism between client-side
JavaScript and server-side apps. A modular registry
helps reuse of Vert.x modules that can be embedded
into existing Java applications. The platform is
maturing quickly and is about to see its third major
release.
2. ASP .NET 5
ASP.NET 5 is a lean .NET stack to build modern web
apps. It is built from the ground-up to provide an
optimized development framework for apps that are
either deployed on the cloud or run on-premises.
It consists of modular components with minimal
overheads and enables developers to retain flexibility
while constructing their solutions.
3. Windows 10 and Embedded
Windows 10 is the next version of Windows with
features like new browser, new task view, enhanced
notification support, enhanced universal app support,
data protection, mobile device management, Cortana
personal digital assistant etc.
4. .Net 4.6
The .Net Framework 4.6 is the next version of the
.NET Framework. This version includes significant
features and improvements. Some of them are
Windows Forms high DPI, improvements for WPF,
RyuJIT- next generation JIT compiler, CLR performance
improvements, intuitive breakpoint settings, setting
breakpoints on auto-implemented properties,
Lambdas in the debugger windows.

1. VS 2015
VS 2015 is the next version of Visual Studio. It
supports cross-platform development in C++, the new
open-source .NET compiler platform, Apache Cordova
tooling, and ASP.NET 5.
2. API Manager (WSO2)
Existing systems are getting transformed to focus on
end user interactions while new systems are following
channel-first (mobile, cloud, omni) philosophy. RESTful
services target end user interactions which may
or may not have visual representation. Versioning,
security, monitoring and metering such interfaces is
an inherent expectation of new age service oriented
systems and applications. WSO2 being the open
source API manager, it’s recommended to experiment
it for full / partial usage.
3. Swagger
Contract forward RESTful API service definition,
exposure, discovery, testing is increasingly becoming
an expectation. This is to align with contract-first
approach. Swagger is a promising framework that
supports well-defined integration with CI tools
and is being increasingly evaluated for adoption by
enterprises.
4. Spring XD
Data ingestion is one of the critical aspects of big data
storage and processing systems. Ingesting data from
multiple structured and unstructured data sources
is largely achieved using Apache Flume and Apache
Sqoop. As the data sources are increasing, Spring XD
built on Spring Integration foundation is a potential
challenger. Data ingestion adapters for various data
sources are provided while new adapters could be
built using Spring Integration framework.
5. Mocha
Mocha is a JavaScript test framework running on node.
js and the browser, making asynchronous testing
simple. Mocha tests run serially, allowing for flexible
and accurate reporting, while mapping uncaught
exceptions.
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Data Stores
1. Graph DB
Graph-oriented data stores are NoSQL databases that
are optimized to store and query data using graph
theory. These databases have capabilities to process
billions of vertices and edges of graph structures
distributed across cluster of nodes. It is becoming
relevant to store and analyze social data that presents
itself in the form of relationship graphs.
2. Redis
Redis is a type of NoSQL database that stores inmemory cache and data store. It <K,V> (key, value)
pairs format. Redis has been used in large ecommerce
and consumer facing systems to cache frequently
accessed data and manage sessions.

2. HDInsight
Azure HDInsight deploys and provisions Apache
Hadoop clusters in the cloud, providing a software
framework designed to manage, analyze, and report
on big data. The Hadoop core provides reliable data
storage with the Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS), and a simple MapReduce programming model
to process and analyze, in parallel, the data stored in
this distributed system.
3. Stream Analytics
Stream Analytics is an event processing engine that
helps uncover real-time insights from devices, sensors,
infrastructure, applications, and data. It enables
various opportunities including Internet of Things
(IoT) scenarios such as real-time fleet management or
gaining insights from devices like mobile phones or
connected cars.

Wearables and Devices

Analytics
1. Azure Machine Learning
Azure Machine Learning is a fully-managed cloud
service that enables data scientists and developers
to efficiently embed predictive analytics into their
applications. The Machine Learning service and
development environment is cloud-based, provides
compute resource and memory flexibility, and
eliminates setup and installation concerns because
you work through your web browser.

1. Kinect v2
The Kinect sensor is a physical device with depth
sensing technology, a built-in color camera, an infrared
(IR) emitter, and a microphone array, enabling it to
sense the location and movements of people as
well as their voices. With up to three times higher
depth fidelity, the latest sensor provides significant
improvements in visualizing small objects—and all
objects—more clearly.

Watch

Languages
1. Groovy
Groovy is an object-oriented dynamic language that
runs on JVM. Though Groovy is an object-oriented
language, it supports few functional features by
means of Closures. It has native support for XML and
JSON through inline DOM syntax. With enhanced
support for dynamic languages by JVM and varied
levels of interest shown by enterprises for technology
adoption, it is recommended to watch it closely.

2. TypeScript
TypeScript is a typed superset of JavaScript that is
developed and maintained by Microsoft. It supports
development of large applications that transcompile
to plain JavaScript. TypeScript is aligning itself to
JavaScript standards, which makes it supportable by
any browser, any host and any OS.
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3. ECMAScript 6
ECMA International (European Computer
Manufacturers Association) is a standards authority
for the ICE and CE industry. ECMAScript is a scripting
standard which is used by client-side technologies
like JavaScript. ESMS6 adds significant new syntax for
writing complex applications like classes and modules;
new features like iterators and for/of loops.

Framework
1. Entity Framework 7
EF7 is a lightweight and extensible version of Entity
Framework that enables new platforms and new data
stores. Starting with EF7, Windows Phone, Windows
Store, ASP.NET 5, and traditional desktop application
can all now take advantage of Entity Framework. In
addition to relational databases, EF7 also supports
non-relational data stores such as Azure Table Storage
and Redis.
2. Chameleon Forms
Chameleon Forms is a more flexible option to develop
forms in MVC. It makes it easy to tersely output a form
and easily apply a different template with a single line
of code. Chameleon Forms try to use C# for the whole
form, rather than switching back and forth from Div to
Html Helper
3. Smart Unit Tests
Smart Unit Tests explore .NET code to generate test
data and a suite of unit tests. For every statement in
the code, a test input is generated that will execute
that statement. A case analysis is performed for
every conditional branch in the code. This analysis is
used to generate test data for a parameterized unit
test for each of the methods, creating unit tests with
maximum code coverage.
4. OSGi
OSGi had generated a lot of interest for its support for
hot deployable with different version modules. While
adoption is largely limited to rich client applications
using Java and Eclipse RCP, OSGi support for serverside module development and deployment has not
shown much promise. While interest for Apache Karaf
and Apache CXF has picked up, it will take some time
for OSGi to mature for server-side deployment and
associated benefits.
5. Spring Cloud
Spring Cloud provides tools for developers to quickly
build some of the common patterns in distributed
systems (e.g. configuration management, service
www.mindtree.com 								

discovery, circuit breakers, intelligent routing, microproxy, control bus, one-time tokens, global locks,
leadership election, distributed sessions, cluster
state). Systems will work well in any distributed
environment, including the developer’s own laptop,
bare metal data centers, and managed platforms such
as Cloud Foundry. (link)
6. Spring Scala
The goal of Spring Scala is to make it easier to use
the Spring framework in Scala. This project is not
being actively worked upon, so we need to watch if it
restarts and generates interest.
7. gRPC
gRPC is a high performance, open source, general
RPC framework that puts mobile and HTTP/2 first.
Building on HTTP/2 opens up many capabilities
like bidirectional streaming, flow control, header
compression, multiplexing requests etc. gRPC provides
support for ~10 languages where-in Java support is in
stable state (Link).
8. Bacon JS
Bacon.js is a functional reactive programming library
for JavaScript. It turns the event spaghetti into clean
and declarative Feng Shui bacon by switching from
imperative to functional programming model.
9. Flight JS
Flight is a lightweight, component-based JavaScript
framework that maps behavior to DOM nodes. Flight
uses jQuery and requires a module loader with
support for AMD, like WebPack or Require.js.
10. ReactJS
React is a UI library developed by Facebook to
facilitate the creation of interactive, stateful and
reusable UI components. It also uses a concept called
the Virtual DOM that selectively renders subtrees of
nodes based on state changes. It keep components up
to date with minimum DOM manipulation.
11. FeatherJS
Feather is a library that extends Express, one of the
most popular web frameworks for NodeJS - with the
ability to easily create shared RESTful web services
and real-time APIs using SocketIO and other web
socket libraries.
12. RxJS
The Reactive Extensions for JavaScript is a set of
libraries that compose asynchronous and eventbased programs using observable collections and
Array#extras style composition in JavaScript.
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13. DS.JS
DC.js is a JavaScript charting library with native
cross filter support and it enables highly efficient
exploration on large multi-dimensional datasets. It
leverages D3 engine to render charts in CSS-friendly
SVG format. Charts rendered using DS.js are naturally
data-driven and reactive and therefore provide instant
feedback on a user’s interaction.
14. IO.JS
Slow progress and tight control over Node.js features
led to a fork and that is what IO.js is for. Like Node.
js, IO.js is a Java Script platform built on Chrome’s V8
engine. As Node.js is becoming popular with great
promises, IO.js needs to be watched for frequent
release of new features and adoption rate.

Platforms

Data Stores
1. MemSQL
MemSQL is a new category of NoSQL data stores called
NewSQL data stores. MemSQL is in-memory relational
distributed database backed by persistence store. It is
built in a 2-tier architecture consisting of aggregator
and leaf nodes. Aggregator nodes expose MemSQL
database to its client through MySQL database driver
and client tools. It acts as a mediator between the
clients and cluster. Leaf nodes are responsible for
process and persistence of data driven by shared
nothing architecture.
MemSQL is generating interest in enterprises to
achieve ACID transaction compliance while reaping
the benefits of NoSQL databases.
2.

1. NET Micro Framework
The .NET Micro Framework is the smallest version
of .NET for resource-constrained devices. It offers a
complete and innovative development and execution
environment that brings the productivity of modern
computing tools to embedded programming and IOT
scenarios.

Tools
1. Xamarin Forms
Xamarin Forms is a cross-platform natively backed UI
toolkit abstraction that allows developers to easily
create user interfaces that can be shared across
Android, iOS, and Windows Phone. The user interfaces
are rendered using the native controls of the target
platform, allowing Xamarin Forms applications to
retain the appropriate look and feel for each platform.
2. Mesos
Apache Mesos abstracts and provides configurable
definition for Hadoop resources like CPU, memory,
storage to administrators. While it shows promise,
its application in enterprise production systems is to
be observed. This is a special case to watch and will
be moved to experiment and invest stage driven by
industry movement.
3. Chai
Chai is a test-driven and behavior-driven assertion
library that can be paired with Java Script testing
frameworks. Chai provides Expect / Should API for
BDD style and Assert API for TDD style assertions.

NuoDB
NuoDB is a NewSQL type of relational distributed
database. NuoDB supports SQL access and provides
full support for transactions. NuoDB consists of
three architectural elements i.e. transaction engine,
storage engine and broker. Broker mediates between
client and NuoDB database’s transaction manager
and storage engine. The transaction manager is
responsible for query execution, caching data and
transaction management whereas storage manager is
responsible for reading and writing data to disk.

Analytics
1. Apache Spark ML
Apache Spark provides machine learning APIs that
help create machine learning pipelines. It’s in alpha
stage and future releases are expected to introduce
breaking changes leading to backward incompatibility
issues. Apache Spark ML promises to bring machine
learning algorithms, statistical analysis and
computation to developers.
2. Apache Spark Streaming
Apache Spark streaming is an extension to Apache
Spark that allows real-time stream data analytics.
It supports stream data ingestion from multiple
sources like Apache Flume, Apache Kafka or reading
data from HDFS in mini batches and performs RDD
transformation on this data set. The processed
outcome / data could then be stored in distributed
file system, databases or dashboards. Apache Spark
Streaming enables write-once and execute against
large dataset in offline batch processing or small
batches of live data stream.
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Apache Spark Streaming is evolving and has unstable
API. While it shows a lot of promise, its adoption will
be driven by stable API, backward compatibility and
higher abstractions for implementation.

Wearables and Devices
1. Microsoft Band
Microsoft Band, the first device powered by Microsoft
Health, helps users achieve their wellness goals by
tracking heart rate, steps, calorie burn, and sleep
quality. It also helps people be more productive with
email previews and calendar alerts - right on their
wrist.

Protocols
1. HTTP/2
HTTP/2 is a replacement for how HTTP is expressed
“on the wire.” Based on SPDY, it provides increased
performance. Specifically, end-user perceived latency,
network and server resource usage. HTTP/2 allows the
server to “push” content to respond with data for more
queries than the client requested.

2. Microsoft Hololens
Microsoft HoloLens puts its users at the center of a
world that blends holograms with reality. With the
ability to design and shape holograms, they’ll have
a new medium to express their creativity, a more
efficient way to teach and learn, and a more effective
way to visualize their work and share ideas. User’s
digital content and creations will be more relevant
when they come to life in the world around the users.
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